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Abstract. As increasing services with mobile devices, authentication technology by mobile devices has diversified. Nowadays to cope with security threat of
e-commerce high rick transactions need multi-factor authentication technology
conjoined in one or more factors. This paper proposes 2-factor authentication
technology for security enhancement in electrical micro-payment system.
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1 Introduction
Development in smart phone and mobile communication brought new payment method. Recently newly rising are payment methods like mobile banking combined ICT
technology, cash-coupon used in SNS, pin-tech and so on.
Behind this development various and intellectual hacking attacks for wrong purposes have occured.
The more complicated hacking tech becomes, the more difficult to react with simple authentication.
World widely e-banking attacks for monetary gain are on a rapid rising trend as
follows; in third quater of 2013 malwares against e-commerce increased over a couple hundred thousand and grew by 38% over previous quater.
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In order to cope with complex security threat nowadays security card, OTP operator, mobile phone SMS authentication as well as ID/PW are used and China, Singapore, Europe adopted signiture deal technology actively using in high-risk transaction
like large amount transfer.
Furthermore Singapore, Sweden, Norway, etc. are continuing to do research on integrated authentication service for managing complex user acceptance ways integrately and dealing with security threat efficiently.
Especially “Guidelines for e-banking authentication” of the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) and “Guidelines for risk management of ecommerce” of Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) recommend multi-factor
authentication in high risk transactions.
Recently domestically many authentication ways are adopted like additional authentication sending authentication code to the mobile phone in large amount transfer
and simple authentication only by fingerprint.
However in these various authentications the necessity of the standard for security
and usability would be speculated by service providers and users.
This paper proposes 2-factor authentication technology by the user certification
and smart watch on the purpose of security enhancement for electrical micropayments.

2

Related Researches

Authentication can be classified into three major base authentication technology
which are possession, knowledge and property and other authentication factors.
Possession-based authentication is confirming transaction orders by text and numbers input using user devices like OTP, Smart card, Hardware security module(HSM)
and so on.
Secondly knowledge-based is user memorizing ID/PW, PIN, etc, which is widely
used as easy online authentication method.
Thirdly property-based is using bio-data like fingerprint, voice, iris, etc. Despite
it’s high level of security, because of privacy problem it’s mainly used only as access
control.
The other factors are electrical autograph, location information and so on.
The location information is the way offering services using GPS of smart phone
only by the valid user location.
The following table1 shows the classification of authentication factors.
Table 1. Classification of authentication factors
Two Factor
Authentication
Three Factor
Authentica-

Combination
Knowledge based + Property based
Knowledge based + Features based
Property based + Features based
Knowledge based + Property based +
Features based
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Example
Password + OTP
Password + fingerprint
OTP+ fingerprint
Password + OTP + fingerprint
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Recently as mobile devices develop, high userbility authentication technologys using them are emerging.
Especially they include USIM, IC card, OTP, authentication certificates.
Also two channel authentication using additional authentication through registered
cell phone in case of electrical fund transfer is the authentication by mobile devices.
As in the Fig.1 after the USER transfers knowledge-based or property-based authentication information to MOBILE DEVICE, each element autonomously or using
security element creates new authentication information with additional possession
based characteristic and authorizes user.

Fig. 1. Concept diagram of multi-factor authentication technique based on Mobile device

In order to do this multi factor authentication is required to meet the security requirements for object authentication framework in ITU-T X.1254.
Multi factor mechanism should offer two or more different shaped authentication
factor for user authentication.
Multi factor authentication mechanism using mobile device (TTAK.KO-12.0221)’
the standard made in 2013 categorizes into four and describes requred service model
and protocol for the security of multi factor authentication technology by mobile
device.
As the international standard ITU-T X.1158 in 2014 is set and includes various
multi factor authentication mechanism used in not only domestic but also foreign ecommerce.
This standard presents detailed security requirements to a minimum necessary for
the case of multi-channel and safe mobile device. Thus it can be used as the guideline
by the service provider who want to introduce real services.

3 Design of Micro-payment to Strengthen Security by 2 Factor
Authentication with Mobile & Wearable Devices
NFC-based electrical micro-payment system for revitalizating traditional markets
corrects the shortcomings of POS in traditional markets and expands business area for
retailers from cash to mobile transaction.
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The figure 2 shows NFC based micro-payment process. Previously developed systems have problems like missing mobile devices. To solve them 2-factor authentication is proposed as shown in the fig.4.

Fig. 2. NFC-based Micro-payment process by knowledge-based authentication

For the 2-factor authentication using the smart watch as wearable device which has
secure elements the electrical micro-payment is made through the authentication of
user and smart phone together. As shown in the fig.4 NFC-based micro-payment
system can strengthen the security by double factor authentication.

Fig. 3. Mobile & wearable device-based 2 factor authentication technique

Fig. 4. NFC-based Micro-payment process by 2 factor authentication
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The new business model establishment of existing NFC-based electrical micropayment system by 2-factor authentication in the fig.4 and the designs of various
payment types according to the absent of multi factor elements are needed.

4 Conclusions
As increasing the services using mobile devices, various authentication technologys
are introduced (developed) and nowadays for coping with security threat of high risk
transactions multi factor authentication technology combined one or more factors is
recommended.
This paper for the purpose of security enhancement of micro-payment systems
proposes 2-factor authentication technology with knowledge-based authentication by
user and possession-based authentication by smart watch.
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